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This pack offers practical guidance for teachers who want to give their
pupils a voice in their own education. It is for those teachers who want to
release children’s potential for imaginative and creative thinking. You do
not have to be a ‘superteacher’ to do P4C – Philosophy for Children. You
only have to be prepared to value what the children have to say, to respect
the questions they ask and to provide them with the opportunities to
develop their thinking. We firmly believe that if you are interested enough
to read this book, you will certainly be able to do P4C.
The skills young children develop in philosophy have far-reaching effects
on their attitudes to learning, their behaviour and their thinking processes.
The benefits to the children, as well as the impact on the school
community and beyond, can be surprising – and you will almost certainly
feel the effects on a personal level as well. As you spend time learning to
really listen to the children you teach, you will probably find that their
ideas and questions challenge your own thinking, forcing you to reconsider
your own views and reflect upon your own development and practice in a
truly philosophical way. Through P4C we have an opportunity to journey
with the children to a re-examination of all the things we wondered about
in our own childhood – before mundane problems became the main focus.
If in doubt, try it! Doing P4C with children is challenging, but great fun.

The aims of But Why?
The aim of this pack is to help practitioners get started with P4C. Above all,
it offers a very practical guide to conducting P4C sessions and introducing
philosophy into your school. It will help you to develop the skills you need
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as a P4C facilitator as well as providing a rich source of ideas to get children
thinking in a philosophical way and to help them believe that what they
think and say is important.
The ideas can be used with any class, from kindergarten right through
into late primary. Children can start with P4C at any age, but the younger
the better. Some people question whether children of three or four can be
expected to think philosophically. Put like this, it does, perhaps, sound
overambitious. But P4C is simply about teaching very specific skills for
thinking and participating effectively in life – a life where people are
expected to reason, make choices and act upon their decisions. And, as has
been demonstrated in many settings in countries around the world,
children as young as three are not only capable of learning these skills but
do so with ease and obvious enjoyment.
This manual does not delve into the complex details of philosophical
theory, nor does it deal with the ideas of particular philosophers. Rather, it
is concerned with how they came to think those thoughts, touching on the
‘big issues’ such as: Do we exist? How do we know truth? How does power
affect us? What is belief? What does it all mean?
But Why? is based on a personal journey of teaching experiences, and
throughout there are plenty of case studies in the form of worked examples
that we hope will inspire as well as illustrate. All of these are real dialogues
and transcripts taken from work with ordinary children in an ordinary
school. But it is from educational foundations where philosophical
thinking is nurtured that these children have become extraordinary.

The pack contents
The But Why? pack comprises:
• This teacher’s manual
• A mini Philosophy Bear
• Four picture books for use with children:
Philosophy Bear and the Big Sky
Pinocchio
If I Were a Spider
Dojen the Wanderer
Philosophy Bear and the Big Sky is designed to introduce philosophical
thinking and language to children and their parents, while the three other
books can be used in the classroom as stimulus for philosophical enquiry.
Part 1 of the manual gives a very brief introduction to philosophy and
the development of P4C. It explains why P4C is such a valuable tool in
education and how practising philosophy with children will enable us as
teachers to open our own minds, address our ideas and challenge our
assumptions.
Part 2 explains in detail how to run a P4C session in the classroom. It
NE1724 But Why?
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part 2

school day. For example, as homework diaries are returned at various times
during the week, it might be possible to fit discussions based on homework
into short speaking-and-listening sessions. These might lead to points for
further discussion which could be written down as points to raise in the
next session or to carry into the next homework.

Practicalities
Thinking journals
Provide each child with a thinking journal. For younger children, an A4
landscape exercise book with plain paper works well; older children could
be given something smaller with alternate plain and lined pages.
These journals keep all the work together, and are easily transported
between home and school. They play a central part in the process of
enquiry as well as providing documentation of children’s progress in
philosophical questioning and thinking. They can also be used by the
children to jot down any thoughts or questions they have during the
dialogue part of the session that they wish to raise, or that they want to
think about in private at a later time.

Forming a circle
To start the session, the children and facilitator should be seated in a circle.
This circle symbolises the unity of the group. It is the role of the class to
work together to think deeply and considerately within an enquiring and
caring community – the community of enquiry. When the children are seated
in this way, it enables them all to see each other and to direct their
comments anywhere within the circle.
Depending on the size of your class and the space available, you may
wish to experiment with different ways of sitting. Children could form
their circle sitting on the carpet, or bring chairs or stools to the circle, or
move their desks into a circle formation. If chairs are put in a circle, they
can provide a useful surface for drawing or writing when the children
kneel in front of them.

Group size
An ideal number for a community of enquiry is between 12 and 24. It is
possible to run a successful group with up to 30 children, but there are
particular difficulties with larger groups, such as ensuring all children get
a chance to speak and allowing enough time to collect in questions. Some
solutions to these problems are suggested in the sections covering the
different elements of the session. Conversely, working with too small a
group could mean that the children are more self-conscious or are unable
to offer a sufficiently wide range of ideas to build on effectively.
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Setting the rules
Before introducing P4C to a class, it is important to lay down some ground
rules. These are negotiated by the children and facilitator, and should be
displayed in the classroom. In the early stages it is useful to go over them
before the beginning of every session.
A set of rules might look something like this.
Community rules
Remember …
•

to look at the person who is talking so they know we are listening

•

to share our thoughts with the whole class, not just the
person next to us

•

to wait until there is no one else speaking if we want to say
something

•

to give reasons why we think something

•

to respect everybody’s ideas

•

to keep our bodies calm and still

•

to keep listening and thinking

•

to talk in a clear voice so that everybody can hear

•

not to get upset if someone disagrees with us – we all have
our own ideas

•

that our brain does not think exactly the same things as our
friend’s.
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philosophical enquiry; for unpacking the treasures wrapped up inside what
is written. See page 162 for suggestions for poetry to use as a stimulus.

Comics
Many ideas can be found in children’s comics and magazines. They often
deal with topical issues and present problems that are relevant to young
children’s lives and experiences. For example, Barbie comics could raise
issues such as gender stereotyping, the development of identity and
acceptable behaviours in girls. Friendships and appearances are heavily
emphasised in these publications and both sexes can find plenty to talk
about and plenty of concepts to explore.

Using a comic – issues of gender difference

C A S E S T U DY

An early years class given a comic as a stimulus came up with the following
questions:
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why

do girls play with Barbies?
do girls have long hair?
don’t girls play with cars?
do girls like wearing dresses?
does Barbie always smile?

The analysis of these questions led these four- and five-year-olds into
lengthy discussion about the differences they perceived between girls and
boys.
Erica:

You have to give girls dolls and boys Action Men.

Ruby:

I agree, boys must like Action Men.

Liam:

No, that’s not right, I play with Barbies.

Danielle:

Yes, and I chose an Action Man from McDonald’s.

Hayden:

I think it’s up to us to tell our mums what we want and to tell Father
Christmas.

Jordan:
Lewis:
George:
Lewis:
George:
Liam:

And it’s up to us what clothes we wear too.
No, I think its your mum, because she sees which clothes you wear. If
you wear the wrong ones, your mum will change them.
Yes, boys can’t wear white tights.
I agree, because someone might say you look stupid because tights
are for girls.
If a boy wore pink things he wouldn’t like it, and he would rip it up.
I decided I liked blue when I was a baby.
I like pink but I wouldn’t wear it.

Jordan:

But boys can’t wear pink, they have to wear blue.

Megan:

I disagree. Some boys do like pink. My brother likes pink and I like
blue. We share our toys.

k
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